AGENTS: Amazonian Governance to Enable Transformations to Sustainability
General coordinator: Prof. Dr. Eduardo Brondízio (Indiana University)
Brazilian coordinator: Prof. Célia Futemma (State University of Campinas)
Peruvian coordinator: Prof. Krister Andersson (University of Colorado)

A consortium of six universities: Brazil(1), USA(2), Sweden(2) e Netherlands(1)
Total of 15 researchers and students.

Goals
The project aimed to document, understand
and increase the visibility of local-based
initiatives or “pieces of solutions” that are
transforming people’s lives, conserving forest
and water resources, and restoring degraded
landscapes.
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Fig.2. Data collection (a, b, c and d) and co-reflection of results (e and f). a) Dialogue in Santarém, PA; b) Participatory
mapping in Acará, PA; c) Agroforestry system visited in Afro-Brazilian community, Mojú-PA; d) Virtual dialogue - Peru; e) Final
workshop with the local actors; and f) Public conference “A dialogue to build the future we want”.

Fig.1 Timeline of the project, from 2019 to 2022.

Fig. 3. Sustainable initiatives distributed in the Brazilian Amazon and the project´s focus areas - red circles on the map (on
the left). Photos from Initiatives visited in the State of Pará (on the right).
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Set of initiatives after 2000 with support programs from socioenvironmental NGOs, agroecological movements, and funds for
forest protection that declined after 2015 with the political crisis in
Brazil.
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Forest cover change trajectory using the
MapBiomas forest concept from 20002019. Stable forest cover (green), recent
deforestation (red) and other classes.
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Fig. 5. a) Answers to the question “What is transformation?” according to community
leaders and researchers from the Agents final workshop in 2022; b) Conceptual scheme
to describe transformation based on project background – A multifactorial process of
small actions that cause significant changes in the individual or groups of people, and
made them more innovative, more robust and resilient.

Fig. 4. a) Beginning of the initiatives mapped; b) Forest cover change trajectory map in Santarém region;
c) Percentage of initiatives occurring on forest areas; d) Small-scale farmer living isolated in the Chaves
community (disappeared) in Mojuí dos Campos, PA. e) Participatory map elaborated in 2022 by women
rural leaders indicated 20 communities threatened to disappear and 27 already extinct after 2000.

Key-findings
Of over 200 transformative initiatives analyzed in the Brazilian Amazon, which
emerged mainly after the 2000s, half are located outside protected areas or
formally recognized ethnic territories and along areas with high deforestation
rates. They are part of a resistance network against illegal practices and
agribusiness expansion. They sign that local alternatives exist, even under
historical and new challenges.

Research for transformation
• A series of videos called “People who transform”,
to increase the visibility of the initiatives;
• Co-reflections with local actors to understand their
demands, propositions of solutions, and research
needs.
• Successfully uniting social, natural and earth
science approaches to capture paths of https://agents.casel.indiana.edu/
sustainable transformation.
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